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Introduction

Multiple Endpoints

The main success of QSAR predictive technology is mainly related to the modelling of the single activity/property endpoint in chemical

One key observation of this ‘correction factors’ method is that the clustering was simultaneously modelling the dataset’s lie in

space. Unfortunately an optimisation of the targeted endpoint may result in losing other desired properties, for example, toxicity

descriptor space and in response (activity) space. The effect of this was to ensure that the clusters are oriented towards amenability to

is increased or solubility reduced. Because of this, attempts have been made in the last few years to model chemical space against

modelling with cluster-based correction terms or additional ‘cluster affinity’ descriptors.

multiple endpoints. A good example of these attempts is the BioPrint Profile Prediction[1] based on General Neighbourhood Behaviour

This concept of simultaneously modelling inputs and responses has echoes of the ‘counter-propagation neural network’[7]. The central

(GNB) modelling and Screener Sarileo[2], based on mapping between clusters in chemical space and biological fingerprints.

layer of ‘hidden nodes’ in this two-layer neural network topology can be viewed as simultaneously mapping the inputs and responses

K-means clustering has proved successful in descriptor-based QSAR studies when used to cluster structures in descriptor space alone.

using a Kohonen self-organising map. This symmetric topology results in a network that can be used as a prediction tool that may be run

We have also researched and implemented into the PredictionBase suite various ways of incorporating one activity variable into

in either direction: predicting responses from inputs, or generating inputs that are likely to lead to a given response.

Intelligent K-means clustering. At its simplest, the activity may be included as if it were just another descriptor (albeit with a weighting

With these observations in mind, we seek an analogous method for applying the intelligent K-means algorithm to ‘multiple endpoint’

to ensure that its influence is not lost if the number of descriptors is large).

QSAR/QSPR in which the response space consists of a number of binary properties.

Secondly, activity may instead make a regression-wise contribution, resulting in a hybrid of the straight K-means and regression-wise

Once such a method has been found, it can be applied to a ‘multiple activity’ QSAR scenario where a response comprises several

K-means algorithms. In this scheme each cluster is modelled by its centroid and its least-squares best-fitting model over the cluster,

quantitative activities. Each quantitative activity A is quantised into a binary property {A is ACTIVE} by specifying a threshold activity

with distance-to-cluster being a combination of distance-to-centroid and prediction error according to the cluster’s model.

value that partitions the range of activities into two classes: ACTIVE and INACTIVE. Alternatively, if both extremes of the range of

A third scheme, which is a compromise between the computational speed of ‘simple’ activity contribution and the improved modelling

activity values are of independent significance, then two binary properties, {A is LOW} and {A is HIGH}, may be defined by specifying

power of full regression-wise K-means, uses simple incorporation of activity values, but preprocessed by expressing them relative to a

two thresholds that partition the activity range into three classes: LOW, INTERMEDIATE, and HIGH. A scenario involving a mixture of

fixed global regression line. It turns out that this scheme is equivalent to regression-wise K-means with a fixed model direction: only the

binary properties and quantitative activities may also be converted to a multiple property situation in this way, as described already by

constants are permitted to vary from cluster to cluster.

many authors[8–10, for example].

We now consider the situation upon moving into an environment with several activity variables (e.g. multiple endpoints). The first
(simple contribution) and third (preprocessing relative to regression line) of the above activity contribution methods can carry over
directly to the multiple endpoint case, (again with a suitable weighting to remove effects of varying relative numbers of descriptor/
activity variables). Translating the regression-wise K-means contribution to a multiple endpoint environment is also possible, again by
simply including separate regression-wise contributions for each activity. For a large number of endpoints, however, the computational

Clustering in a Multiple Endpoint Environment

complexity is compounded: for each iteration of K-means, the number of least-squares single-cluster regressions to be trained is the
number of endpoints times the number of clusters.

Let us consider first clustering in response space only. A multiple property response for a structure is represented as a sequence of bits
– a ‘biological fingerprint’ – with a ‘one’ bit denoting expression of that property in the structure. The structures’ biological fingerprints
can then be compared using measures such as ‘Tanimoto’ similarity or hamming distance. This allows them to be clustered using any of
the numerous well-documented methods available for similarity-based clustering.
Of particular interest are the so-called ‘hierarchical agglomerative’ algorithms for similarity-based clustering. This class of algorithm
involves beginning with each structure in its own distinct ‘singleton’ cluster. The clustering then proceeds by merging clusters – two at a

Modelling Domain of Applicability

time chosen according to some cluster similarity criterion – until only one super-cluster (containing all structures) remains. This is very
similar to the approach taken by other authors[10] using the K-means algorithm.

The intelligent K-means cluster algorithm[3] is a proven
method for unsupervised classification of data in descriptor
space. When applied to a dataset that has an underlying
structure of several cleanly disconnected clusters in
descriptor space, the algorithm can successfully find these
clusters and classify the dataset accordingly.
More recently, we have been applying the intelligent
K-means algorithm in a different way: we view the K-means
clusters as modelling the shape of a dataset, rather than
classifying it[4]. In this formulation, the clusters individually
have little significance of their own, and their boundaries
are somewhat arbitrary. However, taken as a collection, the
clusters tile the region of descriptor space – the ‘domain’
– occupied by the dataset. The clusters therefore model the
shape of the domain, regardless of whether the shape is
simple or even convex.

Figure 3. K-means clustering of Fisher’s Iris data set(10)

Moreover, since the K-means clusters are roughly spherical,
this cluster model of the shape of the domain can be

Each level of the resulting hierarchy depicts a different clustering lying in the spectrum from high sensitivity (many clusters) to low

expressed simply – and represented efficiently – as a

sensitivity (few clusters).

collection of the cluster centroids and their radii. This is in

This hierarchy may be presented visually on a graph as a binary tree

stark contrast to K-NN (nearest neighbour) models of the

or dendogram, with structures on the x-axis (ordered such that every

domain, in which the representation consists of the entire

cluster consists of contiguous structures). The y-axis represents

dataset. In this sense a K-NN model is overfitted: it models

dissimilarity, and each node representing the merger of a pair of

the noise – the precise location of every data point – rather

clusters is plotted with a y-value according to the (dis)similarity of the

Figure 1. PredictionBase: K-means scatter plot with centroids

than the trends in the data scatter in descriptor space.

clusters being merged.
A particular clustering can then be selected, either according to a
desired number of clusters, or by taking a horizontal ‘slice’ through
the dendogram intersecting the y-axis at a specified threshold value of
Figure 4. Example of hierarchical clustering

Cluster-Based Compositing: Distance to Domain

(10)

(dis)similarity.

If a domain (of a dataset, or of applicability of a QSAR model) is modelled as a sphere in descriptor space, then the distance (of a test
point) to that domain is measured as the Euclidean distance between the point and the sphere’s centre. In order to allow meaningful
comparisons, this distance can be expressed as a multiple of the sphere’s radius; a distance greater than unity then corresponds to
being outside the domain.
This distance notion can be extended in a straightforward
fashion to domains modelled by K-means clusters as

Guided Clustering

described above. A test point has a distance to each

We return to the goal of simultaneously clustering in descriptor space and in response space. One crude way of achieving this is to begin

cluster, modelled by a sphere. Whereas the domain

by clustering in response space only, resulting in ‘biological’ clusters – biological fingerprints. Intelligent K-means clustering is then

is considered as the aggregate composition of these

independently performed on descriptor space only, yielding ‘chemical’ clusters. A contingency table of these two cluster sets indicates

clusters, so the distance (of the test point) to the domain

which chemical clusters correspond to (i.e. have a significant number of structures in common with) which biological clusters, and vice

should be taken as a weighted average of these distances

versa

[8, 11]

.

to clusters.
In compositing distances to individual clusters into an
overall distance to domain, the weightings in the average
are chosen so that nearby clusters contribute the most
and distant clusters have less influence. This can be
viewed as a form of ‘fuzzy clustering’: the test point,
rather than being treated as belonging to one cluster
exclusively, is treated as having shared membership of all
clusters to varying degrees.
In the particular fuzzy weighting scheme that we use,
the fuzzy weighting zk(x) for cluster k (considering a test
point x) is as follows[5]:
zk(x) = ( 1/dk(x) ) [ ( 1/d1(x) ) + … + ( 1/dK(x) ) ]–1

(1)

where dk(x) is the distance (of test point x) to cluster k.
The resulting distance-to-domain measure then assumes
Figure 2. PredictionBase: K-means scatter plot with distance-to-domain contours

the particularly elegant interpretation as the harmonic
mean of the distances to individual clusters[4].

Regression-Wise Clustering and Correction Factors

Figure 5. PredictionBase: A contingency table between ‘chemical’ and ‘biological’ clusters

The above discussion demonstrates how the intelligent K-means cluster algorithm can be applied to model a QSAR model’s applicability

The numbers in Figure 5 above represent the percentage of the compounds overlap between the clusters, and the colour scheme

domain in descriptor space, from which a distance-to-domain measure may be constructed. However, it is also possible to use the

corresponds to the overlap threshold – Low (0 to 14.9), Intermediate (15 to 79.9), High (80 to 100).

resulting clustering to generate predictive models.

An alternative, more advanced method also starts with a few (less than 10) clusters in response space only. For each biological cluster,

We have recently developed techniques for enhancing descriptor-based QSAR models by using intelligent K-means clustering in

a measure of similarity (of a test structure) to that cluster can yield a quantitative ‘indicator’ of the biological property combinations

combined descriptor-activity space. The K-means algorithm is modified so that clusters, instead of tending to be spherical (as tends to

represented by that cluster. These biological indicators can then be used (in place of activity) to guide the intelligent K-means

occur with ‘straight’ K-means), are sheared in descriptor-activity space so as to lie parallel to the hyperplane of the global linear least-

algorithm exactly as for the regression-wise clustering described earlier.

squares regression.

In a simultaneous clustering in response and descriptor spaces, whether achieved by one of these methods or by a different approach,

The resulting clustering, as well as modelling the shape of the dataset in descriptor space, simultaneously tends to group together
structures with similar discrepancies from the global linear regression. For a specific cluster, the linear regression model may therefore
be improved (within that cluster) by adding a ‘correction factor’ determined from the activity component of the cluster’s centroid.

the clusters represent structures that are both chemically related and biologically related. Such a clustering can be used in two ways.
Firstly, given a new structure (with known descriptor values), one can determine its cluster in descriptor space. The chemical-biological
correspondence in the clustering indicates its predicted cluster (or probable clusters) in response space (biological fingerprints).

These cluster-specific ‘corrected’ models can be assembled into a cluster-based model over the whole domain by using ‘fuzzy

Secondly, given a biological cluster of particular interest, the chemical-biological correspondence of the clustering may be used in the

weightings’ as before. The original global linear regression is adjusted by adding a ‘composited correction factor’ comprising a weighted

opposite direction to highlight clusters in descriptor space that are likely to contain structures with the desired biological properties.

average of the cluster-specific correction factors. The resulting model assumes the following form, with model coefficients aj (for
descriptor j) and correction factors ck (for cluster k):
y = a1x1 + … + aMxM + constant + c1z1 + … + cKzK + error

(2)
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